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A new method of controlling the oxygen fugacity of furnace atmosphere for mineral
synthesis has been developed. The method consists of generating hydrogen gas by the
electrolysis of water, miring it with water vapor and another gas such as nitrogen, argon,
or carbon dioxide, and monitoring the oxygen fugacity of the gas mixture with a solidelectrolyte oxygen probe. The oxygen fugacity of the gas mixture is adjusted by regulating
the electrolysis current. Several minerals sensitive to oxygen fugacity have been successfully
synthesized by this method.

Syntheses of oxides or silicates of transition elements often require a
delicate control of the oxygen fugacity of the ambient atmosphere. For
synthesesnear 1 atm total pressure,calibrated mixtures of COz and CO
or COz and H2 are used routinely to provide appropriate atmosphere
(Darken and Gurry, 1945). For hydrothermal synthesesunder elevated
pressures,a step-wisecontrol is achieved by the use of oxygen "buffers"
surrounding a special metal capsulespermeable to hydrogen (Eugster'
1957). A more flexible control may be made by applying a given pressure
of hydrogen through a metallic membrane permeable to the gas (Shaw,
1963).
The gas-mixture method requires either a very careful control of the
flow rates of the component gasesor the use of commercially available
premixed and analyzed mixtures. The controlled-flow-rate method is
more flexible in obtaining desired oxygen fugacities, but the calibration
procedure is more involved. The range of uncertainty tends to be greater
when the gas mixing ratio departs from unity by more than a few orders
of magnitude in either method.
ft was found in the present investigation that the use of a high-temperature oxygen concentration cell based on doped zirconia solid electrolyte greatly simplifies the calibration procedure. It was 4lso shown
that multicomponent mixtures, such as HzO-Hz-Nz can be used without
additional complexity as the result of the direct monitoring of the oxygen
fugacity. Even automatic regulation of the ambient oxygen fugacity o{
a complex assemblagewas shown to be easily achieveable.
The use of stabilized zirconia as the solid electrolyte for high-temperature oxygen concentration cells was first introduced by Kiukola and
Wagner (1957) and has rapidly become a very popular method for the
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determination of oxygen fugacities of gases,liquids, and solids at temperatureshigher than about 500"C. Scoresof papershave beenpublished
on this subject within the last decade.Those that specificallydeal with
the determinationin gasesincludepapersby Schmalzried(1962),Matsushita and Goto (1964, 1966),Mdbius (1965, 1966)and Sato and Wright

( 1e66).
Oxygen-sensingcells may be designedin severalways, but the principle is the same.When unequal oxl.genfugacitiesexist at two sidesof
an oxide-ion conductor (electrolyte),an emf is developedaccording to
the relationship
E :

(RTilF) ln [/o,(r),fo,(rr)]
: 4.96 X 10-5I Ioglfo,o/fo"(rr)l Volr

(1)

where R is the gas constant, ? the absolute temperature, and F the
Faraday constant. The emf is picked up and read with an electrometer
or a potentiometerby attaching noble metal conductorsto the two surfacesof the solid electrolyte.The most suitable solid electrolytesknown
at present are yttria-stabilized zirconia (YrOs 9 rnr'ole
/) and lime-stabilized zirconia (CaO 15 mole/). These solid solutionshave fluorite-type
structures with vacanciesin the oxygen positions, which give rise to
high oxide-ion mobilities. They are chenrically inactive and highly refractory. As indicated by equation (1), it is possibleto determinean unknown oxygen fugacity value by measuring the emf and the temperature
if the second oxygen fugacity value is known. Various substanceshave
been used as the reference ox_vgensource including air, pure oxygen,
Ni-NiO mixture, and Fe-FeO mixture. An example of the design oi the
cell which usesair as the referenceis schematicallyshownin Figure 1.
The control of the oxygen fugacity of a furnace atmosphere can be
made by inserting such an oxygenprobe into the hot zone of the furnace
and so adjusting the mixing ratio of appropriategasesthat the emf reading of the probe matches the emf value calculatedthrough equation (1)
for a desiredoxygenfugacity value. fn the caseof two-gasmixtures such
as COr/CO and CO2/Hr, the predominant gas is allowed to flow into the
furnace at a constant rate and the minor gas is mixed into the former
through a flow regulating device of some sort as in the conventional gas
mixture method.
A novel method successfullytried in our laboratory, however, depends
on a simpler regulating method as shown in Figure 2. Nitrogen gas is
bubbled through the cathode chamber of a water electrolysiscell at a
constant rate, rvhile the rate of evolution <lfhydrogen gas in the cathode
chamber is regulated by tulning a rheostat piaced in serieswith the
electrolysiscell or adjusting the voltage of a dc sourcesuch as a batterl.-
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Frc. 1. Solid-electrolyte oxygen probe for measuring the oxygen fugacity of furnace
atmosphere at high temperatures. A gas of known oxygen fugacity such as air is slowly
circulated through the interior of the stablized zirconia tube as t-he oxygen fugacity reference. The oxygen fugacity of the furnace atmosphere, which is in contact with the exterior
wall of the zirconia tube, can be determined from the emf developed across the wall of the
zirconia tube, the temperature of the hot zone of the furnace, and the oxygen fugacity of
the reference gas by using equation (1).

charger.
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water vapor and hydrogen, and therefore establishesa certain oxygen
fugacity value at high temperatures depending on the ratio of the partial
pressuresof water and hydrogen.Argon gas may be usedinsteadof nitrogen. For relatively high oxygen fugacities at moderate temperatures,
carbon dioxide may be used more advantageously than nitrogen as less
delicate control of the hydrogen evolution rate is required for a given
oxygen fugacity under these conditions. The construction of the electrolytic cell can be made very simple as is shown in Figure 2. A coil of
platinum wire is used as the cathode and a nickel plate bent to a cylindrical form is used as the anode. The electrolyte solution is normally 10
weight percent NaOH. Ilowever, if COz is bubbled through the cell,
sodium bicarbonate solution must be used because the reaction of the
gas with NaOH tends to precipitate sodium carbonate and clog the
cathode chamber. The gas mixture is then bubbled through a gas wash
bottle filled with distilled water and led to the furnace. The sas wash
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!'rc. 2. Schematic instrumental arrangement of the electrochemical method for regulating oxygen fugacity of furnace atmosphere for mineral synthesis. Hydrogen gas is generated
by electrolyzing water and mixed with water vapor and other gases. The oxygen fugacity
of this gas mixture, which constitutes the furnace atmosphere, is monitored by the electrometer connected to the solid-electrolyte oxygen probe and adjusted to a desired value
by regulating the electrolysis current.

bottle, which is kept at room temperature, eleminates excesscondensation water, which is picked up when the electrolytic cell is heated as the
result of a vigorous electrolysis,and thus regulates the partial pressureof
water vapor.
Figures 3, 4, and 5 show typical current versus log/o, relationships for
nitrogen, argon, and carbon dioxide streams, respectively, at temperatures about 1018"Cand flow rates about 0.06 cubic foot per hour. These
curves all have a reversal of curvature a,t intermediate oxygen fugacity
rangesmarked by dashedlines. This phenomenonprobably occurspartly
becausethe initial bottled carrier gasescontain trace oxygen and partly
because the oxygen in air diffuses into the ambient chamber despite a
slightly positive pressure existing inside the chamber. The overpotential
hindering the hydrogen evolution is not likely the causeof this phenomenon, becausethe oxygen fugacities of the gas mixtures decreasewith
increase in current above the inflection point indicating an addition of
hydrogen to the gas mixture even in the low current range.
In theory, the log/., value at a given temperature of a mixture of water
vapor, hydrogen, and an inert gas (argon or nitrogen) should vary lin-
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Frc. 3. Plots of log /o, values of *rttrrrr^-rxture
versus the water electrolysis
current (in mA) at 1018"*2"C. The nitrogen flow rate was about 0.06 cubic foot per hour
and the watet vapor pressure abott24 mm Hg. The oxy.gen {ugacity values of common
oxygen buffers at this temperature are shown along the -log /0, axis for reference. The
notations for these bufiers are: MH (magnetite-hematite), NNO (nickel-nickel oxide),
FMQ (fayalite-magnetite-quartz), WM (wustite-magnetite), and IW (iron-wustite).

early with the electrolysis current. The water vapor pressure at 25oC is
3.15X10-2 atm. The hydrogen partial pressureis a function of both the
rate of evolution by electrolysisand the flow rate of the gas mixture. The
cathodicreaction,)l{+l)s-:
H2,requires2 faradays (1.93X 105amperesecond) of electricity per mole of hydrogen. This amounts to the evolution of 456 cm3 of hydrogen per ampere per hour at 25"C. At the flow
rate of 0.06 cubic feet per hour of the mixture, the partial pressureof
hydrogen is calculatedto be 0.269 atm per ampere.The logarithm of the
dissociationconstant of water at 1018'C is -7.134. By assumingideal
gasbehavior for all the component gases,we obtain the theoretical oxygen
fugacity of the above gas mixture at 1018"Cas a function of the electrolysis current A as
log.f., : 2 [log Kd(HrO) f log /n,o - log (f n"/ A)]
: - 14.74* Iog .4
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Fro.4. Plots of log/o, values of fu/HzO/Hz mixture versus the water electrolysis
current (in mA) at 1018+ 2oC. The argon flow rate was about 0.06 cubic foor per hour and
the water vapor pressure abott 24 mm Hg. The notations for the common oxygen bufiers
are the same as in Figure 3.

The agreement of the above equation with the measured values in Figures 3 and 4 is generally poor, particularly at the low current side. The
above result suggests that it is important to directly monitor oxygen
fugacity whenever possible, particularly when the mixing ratio departs
from unity by more than one order of magnitude. fmpurities and undetected leakages may result in erratic oxygen fugacity values even in a
well-calibrated gas mixing train.
Within the above-mentioned reversal ranges a good regulation of the
oxygen fugacity is difficult and the precision falls below 0.01 log unit and
sometimes below 0.5 Iog unit at the center. Within the ranges marked
with solid lines, the control of oxygen fugacity better than 0.01 log unit
over a 24-honr period can easily be achieved. Using this electrochemical
method of ambient oxygen fugacity control, a number of oxides and
silicates including magnetite, wustite, fayalite, and manganese oxides
have successfullybeen synthesized. The application of this method to
phase equilibria studies has also been initiated on our laboratory.
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Frc.5' Plots of log -/o, values of COz/HzO/Hz mixture versus the water electrolysis
current (in mA) at 1018:2oC. The carbon dioxide flow rate was about 0.06 cubic foot per
hour and the water vapor pressure about 24mmHg. The notations for the common oxygen
huffers are the same as in Figure 3
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